ST. TERESA’S SCHOOL, BOLPUR
STD: II
SUB: MATHEMATICS
WEEK ASSIGNMENT

Topic- Table of 2
2X1=2
2X2=4
2X3=6
2X4=8
2 X 5 = 10
2 X 6 = 12
2 X 7 = 14
2 X 8 = 16
2 X 9 =18
2 X 10 = 20
Learn and write table of 2 five times in copy.

SIMA KUMARI CHATURVEDI
CLASS-2

ENGLISH 2

ASSIGNMENT
LESSON :- THE OLD SHAWL
A) Write the following voc words 2 times:
1) STUDENT
2) WOOLLEN

3)SHAWL
4)WEATHER
5)WINTER
6)GARMENT
7)UNCOMFORTABLE
8)REPLIED
9)BEDSHEET
10)CURTAIN
11)DUSTER
12)PIECES
13)WICK
14)LEARNT
15)VALUE
B)WORD MEANING:-i)mended,ii)garment,iii)duster
C)Answer in one word:a)A piece of string or cloth that helps a lamp to burnb)A thick layer of cloth or something that makes it difficult to see anything behind itc)That makes you feel relaxed and in no painD)Fill in the blanks;i)The student requested the teacher to give him a --------------------------ii)The bedsheet was made into a---------------------------------iii)The student used the ----------------- made by the duster to --------------------iv)The teacher was ------------------ to see that his student has learnt the true ----------------of
things
ANSWERS: B)i)repaired,ii)a piece of clothing,iii)a cloth to wipe out
C)a)wick,b)curtain,c

SIMA KUMARI CHATURVEDI
CLASS-1

ENGLISH 2

ASSIGNMENT
LESSON :- THE LITTLE RED HEN
A) Write the following voc words 2 times:
1)TINY
2)COTTAGE
3)QUACK
4)GRAIN
5)WHEAT
6)RIPE
7)GRIND
8)BEAK
9)FLOUR
10)DELICIOUS
11)WONDERFUL
12)INVITES
13)DINNER
B)Word meaning:-i)idea,ii)grain,iii)cottage,iv)fine,v)delicious,vi)sow
C)Answer in one word:a)Feeling bad because you know you have done something wrongb)A place where a grain is turned into flourc)To break or crush something into very small piecesd)Fully grown and ready to eat-

ANSWERS:- B)i)a sudden thought, ii)a little seed of a food plant,iii)a small house,iv)very
small pieces, v)very tasty,vi)plant
C) a) ashamed, b)mill, c)grind, d)rip e)comfortable
D)i)shawl,ii)curtain,iii)wick,light lamps,iv)happy,value

Name of the teacher-Dolan Dutta
Sub-COMPUTER

CLASS-II

Chapter1(Computers)

A. Fill i the blanks:1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

A computer is a ___________.
Computer can work very ______.
A computer can play __________ an games.
A _________ is smaller than a laptop.
A _________ makes to do our work easily and fast.
A laptop can run on its _________.
Some mobile phones can easily work like computer, so they are
called ________.
8. A computer does not make __________.
9. A computer does not get __________.
10.A computer never _________.
B. Write true or false for the following statements:1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Humans are faster than a computer.______
Human can think on its own.______
A tablet has a touch-screen._______
A laptop is heavy to carry from one place to another._____
A calculator is a machine._____

Answers:A. Fill in the blanks-

1. Machine
2. Fast
5.Machine
6. Battery
Forgets

3.Music

7. Smart phones

4. Tablet

8. Mistakes

9.Tired

3. True

4.False

B. True or false:1. False
5.True

2.True

10.

